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Abstract
A join is a set of manuscript-fragments that are known to
originate from the same original work. The Cairo Genizah
is a collection containing approximately 250,000 fragments
of mainly Jewish texts discovered in the late 19th century.
The fragments are today spread out in libraries and private
collections worldwide, and there is an onging effort to document and catalogue all extant fragments.
The task of finding joins is currently conducted manually
by experts, and presumably only a small fraction of the existing joins have been discovered. In this work, we study
the problem of automatically finding candidate joins, so as
to streamline the task. The proposed method is based on a
combination of local descriptors and learning techniques.
To evaluate the performance of various join-finding
methods, without relying on the availability of human experts, we construct a benchmark dataset that is modeled on
the Labeled Faces in the Wild benchmark for face recognition. Using this benchmark, we evaluate several alternative
image representations and learning techniques. Finally, a
set of newly-discovered join-candidates have been identified using our method and validated by a human expert.
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Figure 1. Example of a document from the Cairo Genizah. (a) The
original fragment. (b) After the binarization process.

this end, we employ modern image-recognition tools such
as local descriptors, bag-of-features representations and discriminative metric learning techniques. These techniques
are modified for the problem at hand by employing suitable
preprocessing and by employing task-specific key-point selection techniques. Where appropriate, we use suitable
generic methods.
We validate our methods in two ways. The first is to
construct a benchmark for the evaluation of algorithms that
are able to compare the images of two leaves. Algorithms
are evaluated based on their ability to determine whether
two leaves are a join or not. In addition, we create a short
list of newly discovered join-candidates that are the most
likely, according to our algorithm’s metric, and send it to a
human expert for validation.
The main contributions of this work are as follows:
1. The design of an algorithmic framework for finding
join-candidates. The algorithms are based on the application of local descriptors and machine learning techniques. The framework provides a high-throughput
method for join finding in which human expertise is

1. Introduction
Written text is one of the best sources for understanding historical life. The Cairo Genizah is a unique source of
preserved middle-eastern texts, collected between the 11th
and the 19th centuries. These texts are a mix of religious
Jewish manuscripts with a smaller proportion of secular
texts. To make the study of the Genizah more efficient,
there is an acute demand to group the fragments and reconstruct the original manuscripts. Throughout the years,
scholars have devoted a great deal of time to manually identify such groups, referred to as joins, often visiting numerous libraries.
Manual classification is currently the gold-standard for
finding joins. However, it is not scalable and cannot be applied to the entire corpus. We suggest automatically identifying candidate joins to be verified by human experts. To
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utilized efficiently.
2. The study of suitable algorithmic details for obtaining
high levels of performance for finding candidate joins.
In particular, by carefully constructing our recognition
method, we obtain an increase in recognition rate, at
very low false-positive rates, of up to ten-fold.
3. Provide a benchmark for the evaluation of join-finding
algorithms. Such a benchmark is important for evaluating such algorithms in the absence of accessible human experts.
4. The actual identification of new, unknown, joins in the
Genizah corpus.
This contribution is presented in the IEEE Workshop on eHeritage and Digital Art Preservation following the Twelfth IEEE International Conference on Computer Vision (ICCV 2009). The full text can be found
at the authors’ website http://www.cs.tau.ac.il/
˜wolf/papers/genizah.pdf.
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